BitClub Network PAY PLAN

BitClub Network is building one of the largest mining pools in the world and everyone who joins
can get a piece of all the digital tokens being mined daily.
Not only do we give you mining earnings but we have a cutting edge referral based
compensation plan that can be very profitable.
The whole concept of "Mining" is tough for most people to grasp because it's basically a
machine that prints money. These specialized mining machines plug into the wall and they start
producing Bitcoin or other Digital Assets. These coins can then be exchanged for cash or you
can hold them and spend them directly.

How Do I Get Paid?
We have 3 Bitcoin mining pools and a GPU mining pool that you can participate in. When you
purchase a share of these mining pools you are actually purchasing a contract for 1,000 days of
Bitcoin mining or 2,000 days of GPU mining.
For each share purchased you will receive a daily payouts of whatever is being mined in the pool
you purchased. These commissions are paid to your BitClub wallet and each pool has their own
requirements to use a certain percentage of your earnings for expansion, maintenance, electricity,
cooling, and other expenses.
The reason our pay plan is so exciting is because you are paid commissions on EVERY person
that you share this opportunity with. Anytime they earn Bitcoin from a share of the mining pool
you will also earn a percentage based on where they fall in your Level Up structure.
IMPORTANT: We DO NOT guarantee any profits, there is no daily ROI percentage set for
mining, and we DO NOT speculate on Bitcoin by trading it. When purchasing a share you are
taking all the risk and reward for whatever happens over the 1,000 days of your mining contract.
The market is very volitaile and you should understand the risks and potential of losing your
entire investment.

#1 Binary Team Cycle Bonus

When you sign up for $99 worth of Bitcoin you will receive a position in the binary tree
structure. This position will not be activated until you purchase a minimum of 1 share in any of
our mining pools.
You can begin enrolling new members once you are activated and everyone you introduce to
BitClub Network will either be placed on your LEFT TEAM or RIGHT TEAM.
To qualify all you need to do is place one personally sponsored person on your left and one on
your right and you are eligible for binary commissions.





For every $500 full share sold in your binary tree you will receive 3 Credits
For every $1,000 full share sold you will receive 6 Credits
For every $2,000 full share sold you will receive 12 Credits
For every $5,000 GPU share you will receive 30 Credits

15 Credits Left + 15 Credits Right = 1 CYCLE
1 CYCLE = $200 (worth of Bitcoin)
All sales including spillover down your left and right legs will count towards your total binary
volume.
How Many Cycles Per Day? - The amount of times you can cycle depends on your rank.

Rank

Max Cycles Per Day

Daily Earning Max

Miner

4

$800 worth of Bitcoin

Builder

5

$1,000 worth of Bitcoin

Pro Builder

6

$1,200 worth of Bitcoin

Master Builder

8

$1,600 worth of Bitcoin

Monster Builder

10

$2,000 worth of Bitcoin

Mega Monster Builder

12

$2,400 worth of Bitcoin

Match Level

Payout USD

Rank to Earn

Level 1

$10.00

Miner

Level 2

$10.00

Miner

Level 3

$10.00

Builder

Level 4

$10.00

Builder

Level 5

$10.00

Pro Builder

Level 6

$10.00

Pro Builder

Level 7

$10.00

Master Builder

Level 8

$10.00

Master Builder

Level 9

$10.00

Monster Builder

Level 10

$10.00

Mega Monster Builder

Total Match

$100.00

#2 Binary Matching Bonus

We have a 10 Level Binary Match that pays an extra $100 USD worth of Bicoin for each $200
binary cycle for a maximum of 10 levels of your enrollment tree.
No qualification needed for Level 1 and Level 2 because all members automatically begin at the
rank of Miner.
For all other levels you must qualify by attaining the required rank listed in the table above.
We use dynamic compression when looking for the next rank in the upline sponsorship tree. This
means if your sponsor does not qualify for the level it will look upline to their sponsor and so on
until it finds up to 10 people to pay the matching bonuses to.

BitClub Ranking System

Rank

Sponsor

Total Volume

Miner

0

----

Builder

Pro
Builder

Master
Builder

Monster
Builder

Mega
Monster
Builder

Duration Qualification Details
Lifetime

Active Member with $99 membership +
1 share of any mining pool

Sponsor 5 Miners that each have
sponsored 2 Miners.
Lifetime
AND have $10,000 in total enrollment
tree volume.

5

$10,000

5

$50,000*
$10,000/month*

You need a total of 3 Builders under your
enrollment tree with each coming from a
Monthly
separate leg. AND you need a total of
$50,000 in total enrolment tree volume.

$250,000*
$50,000/month*

You need a total of 2 Pro Builders in
your enrollment tree with each coming
Monthly
from a separate leg. AND you need
$250,000 in total enrollment tree volume.

$2,000,000*
$500,000/month*

You need a total of 3 Master Builders in
your enrollment tree with each coming
Monthly from a separate leg. AND you need
$2,000,000 in total enrollment tree
volume.

5

5

5

You need a total of 3 Monster Builders in
your enrollment tree with each coming
$10,000,000*
Monthly from a separate leg. AND you need
$2,000,000/month*
$10,000,000 in total enrollment tree
volume.

*No more than 50% of the total volume requirement can be counted from a single enrollment
tree leg. Enrollment tree is from the line of personal sponsorship (not binary legs). After your
initial qualification there is a monthly requirement to stay qualified, the same 50% rule applies to
monthly qualifications.

When someone qualifies for a rank they are instantly paid at that rank for the next calender
month. To maintain each rank a member must meet the monthly qualifier to be paid. If the rank
is not achieve the member will move back to the rank they qualify for until the monthly qualifier
is achieved, then it will instantly promote them for the next month

#3 Level Up Bonuses - (Full Shares)
This is where things start to get exciting!
This Level-up plan pays through infinite levels and you will earn based on what team your
personally sponsored members fall into. There are 4 possible teams based strictly on how many
people you enroll.

Level-up Team 1: Full Shares

The first two people that you personally enroll who purchase at least 1 mining pool share will be
placed into your Team 1 Level-up.
You earn a 5% bonus on their initial purchase of any FULL SHARES they buy (Full shares
only). You will not earn any commissions in your Team 1 Level-up below these two people,
everything is rolled up to the qualified upline or uplines above you.

Level-up Team 2: Full Shares

When you personally enroll your 3rd, 4th and 5th members who each purchase a minimum of 1
full share they will each be placed into your Team 2 Level-up Plan.
You earn a 6% bonus on all of their Full Share purchases. You will also receive a 1% Level-up
bonus on any of their first two personally sponsored people, as well as all of their first two
personally sponsor people, and so on through infinite levels.

Level-up Team 3: Full Shares

When you personally enroll your 6th, 7th and 8th members who each purchase a minimum of 1
full share they will each be placed into your Team 3 Level-up Plan.
You earn a 7% bonus on all of their Full Share purchases. You will also receive a 2% Level-up
bonus on all of their first two personally sponsored people, and all of their first 2 personally
sponsored people, and so on through infinite levels (just like on Team 2).
You will also receive a 1% Level-up bonus on all of the people in your Team 3 when they enroll
their 3rd, 4th and 5th personally sponsored Miners. This continues through infinite levels on all
3,4,5 members in this sequence.

Level-up Team 4: Full Shares

When you personally enroll your 9th member and every other person after your 9th, each person
will be placed into your Team 4 Level-up Plan
You earn an 8% bonus on all of their Full Share purchases. You will also receive an 2% Levelup bonus on all of their first two personally sponsored people, and all of their first 2 personally
sponsored people, and so on through infinite levels.
You will also receive a 1% Level up bonus on all of the people in your Team 4 when they enroll
their 3rd, 4th and 5th personally sponsored Miners. This continues through infinite levels on all
3,4,5 members in this sequence.
You will also receive a 1% Level-up bonus on all of the people in your Team 4 when they enroll

their 6th, 7th and 8th personally sponsored Miners. This continues through infinite levels on all
6,7,8 members in this sequence.

*Generational Bonuses: (Full Shares)
When someone on your Team 4 begins their own Team 4 you will be blocked in the regular
Level-up structure, so in order to continue paying you on all the volume we have put another 2%
into a 3 Generational Bonus that works like this...

Generation 1 = 1% (Team 4 of a Team 4)


When one of your personally sponsored members in your Team 4 enrolls their 9th person
and beyond they start their own Team 4 and you will earn a 1% commission on EVERY
purchase and re-purchase made on all these members.

Generation 2 = 0.5% (Team 4 of a team 4 of a team 4)


When one of your personally sponsored members in Team 4 begins their own Team 4
and then any of these members enroll their 9th person and beyond you will earn another
0.5% commission on EVERY purchase and re-purchase made on all of these members.

Generation 3 = 0.5% (Team 4 of a team 4 of a team 4 of a team 4)



Finally we take it one generation further so that when a personally sponsored member in
your Team 4 begins their own Team 4 and someone on this team begins their own Team
4 you will earn another 0.5% from everyone on this team who starts their own team 4 by
enrolling their 9th person and beyond. This may sound a bit confusing but don't worry we
track everything for you so all you have to focus on helping your team grow and we will
calculate the commissions.

#4 Level Up Bonuses - (Repurchase/Partial Shares)
This bonus uses the same Level up structure from the Full Share purchases in #3 above. The only
difference is you will earn MORE commissions on all partial shares and re-purchases made from
everyone in your Level up teams.
*IMPORTANT: This is not a second structure!
There is only one level up structure and through this structure we have Full Shares that are paid
out according to the percentages in #3 and then Partial Shares which are paid out in the
percentages listed below. We did this in order to keep the old compensation structure intact for
recurring purchases made from the day we started. (so nothing has changed on the payout of
your residual mining share commissions)..
Here is the payout...

Level-up Team 1: (Repurchase/Partial Shares)

The first two members you personally enroll are placed in your Team 1 Level-up and you will
earn a 10% bonus on ALL re-purchases they make forever.
*This includes all shares that are re-purchased automatically and all other partial share repurchases made.

Level-up Team 2: (Repurchase/Partial Shares)

The next three members you personally enroll (3rd, 4th and 5th) are placed in your Team 2
Level-up and you will earn a 12% bonus on ALL re-purchases they make forever.
You will also receive a 2% Level-up bonus on all of their first two personally sponsored people,
and again on all of their first two personally sponsor people, and so on through infinite levels.

Level-up Team 3: (Repurchase/Partial Shares)

The next three members you personally enroll (6th, 7th and 8th) are placed in your Team 3
Level-up and you will earn a 15% bonus on ALL re-purchases they make forever.
You will also receive a 5% Level-up bonus on all of their first two personally sponsored people,
and all of their first 2 personally sponsored people, and so on through infinite levels (just like on
Team 2).
You will also receive a 3% Level-up bonus on all of the people in your Team 3 when they enroll
their 3rd, 4th and 5th personally sponsored Miners. This continues through infinite levels on all
3,4,5 members.

Level-up Team 4: (Repurchase/Partial Shares)

When you personally enroll your 9th member and every other member after your 9th they will
each be placed into your Team 4 Level-up Plan
You earn an 18% bonus on ALL of their purchases forever. You will also receive an 8% Levelup bonus on all of their first two personally sponsored people, and all of their first 2 personally
sponsored people, and so on through infinite levels.
You will also receive a 6% Level up bonus on all of the people in your Team 4 when they enroll
their 3rd, 4th and 5th personally sponsored Miners. This continues through infinite levels on all
3,4,5 members.
You will also receive a 3% Level-up bonus on all of the people in your Team 4 when they enroll
their 6th, 7th and 8th personally sponsored Miners. This continues through infinite levels on all
6,7,8 members.

Generational Bonuses: (Repurchase/Partial Shares)
When someone on your Team 4 begins their own Team 4 you will be blocked in the regular
Level-up structure, so in order to continue paying you on all the volume we have put another 2%
into a 3 Generational Bonus that works like this...

Generation 1 = 2% (Team 4 of a Team 4)


When one of your personally sponsored members in your Team 4 enrolls their 9th person
and beyond they start their own Team 4 and you will earn a 2% commission on EVERY
purchase and re-purchase made on all these members.

Generation 2 = 1% (Team 4 of a team 4 of a team 4)


When one of your personally sponsored members in Team 4 begins their own Team 4
and then any of these members enroll their 9th person and beyond you will earn another
1% commission on EVERY purchase and re-purchase made on all of these members.

Generation 3 = 1% (Team 4 of a team 4 of a team 4 of a team 4)


Finally we take it one generation further so that when a personally sponsored member in
your Team 4 begins their own Team 4 and someone on this team begins their own Team
4 you will earn another 1% from everyone on this team who starts their own team 4 by
enrolling their 9th person and beyond. This may sound a bit confusing but don't worry we
track everything for you so all you have to focus on helping your team grow and we will
calculate the commissions.

#5 Residual Infinity Bonuses:
We like to give leaders a strong incentive to grow and earn on all the volume they are
responsible for bringing in, so this Infinity Override is another bonus that pays deep. These
simple override percentages below can mean huge commissions because we use dynamic
compression to find the next Rank to pay.
Rank Needed

Generation 1

Generation 2

Generation 3

Builder

1%

1%

0.5%

Pro Builder

1%

1%

0.5%

Master Builder

1%

1%

--

Builder: Blocked on volume under the 3rd Builder in your leg.
Pro Builder: Blocked on volume under the 3rd Pro Builder in your leg.
Master Builder: Blocked on volume under the 2nd Master Builder in your leg.
In theory this is not a true infinity override because you could get blocked by having 3
Generations of Master Builders, but if you do end up getting blocked you are going to be very
happy about all the other commissions you are earning to get here.
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